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Power Outlet
Panels Provide
Safe, Reliable

Temporary Power
During a routine inspection of the jobsite, a foreman for a Nevada

construction company discovered a potential safety problem. A

member of the crew, in order to get power to his station, married the

female ends of two electrical cords together using nails as the conduit.

Misuse of electrical cords represents one of the most common vio-

lations of electrical job-site safety. Why? When time is an issue

(and when isn’t it?), power needs to be readily available and has-

sle-free. The last thing a contractor wants is to waste valuable

hours developing a plan to get electricity to the jobsite. But when

the power source is located at a house down the street or an alter-

nate remote source, crews often improvise with electrical cords to
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keep production up and running. Unfortunately, improvis-

ing isn’t safe. It jeopardizes the crew’s personal safety and can

negatively affect the reliability and quality of power. In fact,

most electrical cords cannot provide maximum power qual-

ity when they extend more than 100 feet from the power

outlet.

What Is Unsafe?

While safety should always be the primary concern, it is

important to understand how jury-rigging power sources can

aged solutions to temporary power needs-and are readily

affordable.

Installation of a temporary power outlet panel is simple. The

utility company should be contacted to come to the site and

splice a trenched cable, provided by the contractor, with their

line to energize the panel. In Cutler-Hammer’s Pow-R-Redi

power outlet panel, the meter socket is included as part of the

receptacle, unlike make-shift power panels that require users

to manually add the socket and conduit to an isolated load-

center.
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For example, when using long extension cords or stringing a

series of short cords together, a voltage drop will occur in the

electrical supply; this can affect the performance of the tool in

use. Not only that, but the increase in current will cause the

cords to overheat, producing a fire hazard. In addition,

exposed junction boxes cause many safety/power quality prob-

lems. Larger compressors, saws and other power tools require

individual lines to handle the larger electrical loads. The

potential for tools to overheat and burn up their brushes is

very real.

Power Distribution

So if common methods of distributing electricity to the power

tools being used throughout the jobsite aren’t effective, what is

the best way to get power where you need and when you need

it? Fortunately, products are available on the market that pro-

vide hassle-free power distribution while delivering safety and

maintaining power quality Power outlet panels are pre-pack-

drops, contractors

can be assured that

their power tools being used on site will operate better and

more consistently without fear of poor operation or stalling

resulting from electrical problems.

Power outlet panels are the best solution to temporary power

problems on the jobsite, especially those problems that haven’t

surfaced yet. The last thing a subcontractor with a quickly

approaching deadline needs is his crew fiddling with electrical

connections. Using safe, approved devices for power distribu-

tion will help minimize downtime and help protect workers

and tools alike.
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